
 

 

About the company 

 
Financial Force as the Cloud HR Company are a global provider of human capital 

software and service solutions built for today’s social, mobile, and global 

workforce. Developed on the industry’s leading cloud platform Force.com, 

Financial Force Human Capital Management delivers one complete and integrated 

human capital management solution for global organizations form hire to retire 

including the core human resource system of record, benefits & compensation, 

absence management, performance and talent management, career and 

succession planning, workforce collaboration, and workforce analytics. 

 

Challenge Area 

 
In race of providing an integrated HR solution, they were finding it difficult to cope 

up with diverse needs of the clients and accordingly arrange a solution. The 

problem is not that critical in comparison to the presence of so many solutions 

available which makes it more arduous to figure out. What they really wanted is, 

great products (need) based on easy-to-use technologies (implementation) that can 

simplify the complete functioning for any organization and turn the tables around. 

 
Rchilli Contribution 

 
Simplifying and re-organizing resume management, Rchilli offered a unique 

coherent resume parser which is capable of parsing resumes from anywhere i.e. old 

databases, desktop folders, email etc. Read all formats (doc, docx, pdf, rtx etc) and 

supports non English resumes (Euro pass, French, German, Chinese and many 

other) with minimal technological alterations in your existing system. These factors 

made the Financial Force’s solution, first preference for all end-to-end HR 

solutions. 



 
 

Overall Impact 

 
Rchilli acted as a catalyst and accelerated Financial Force’s growth for acquiring 

more new customers and retaining edge over the competitors. We always 

provide partners- in-growth preposition to our clients which makes us them the 

ideal choice for integrated HR solutions. As a result, Financial Force was able 

to monetize profits and generate value for the clients. The accuracy of 

information parsed, adequate pricing of the product and customer-friendly and 

knowledgeable staff were their strong reasons to recommend us. We take 

extreme delight in serving our customers parsing needs. 


